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The emerging technique of serial femtosecond X-ray crystallography (SFX) can be used to study
the structure and dynamics of biological macromolecules to high spatial and temporal resolutions.
An ongoing challenge for SFX is the damage caused by the ultrabright X-ray free electron laser
pulse. Though it is often assumed that sufficiently femtosecond pulses ‘outrun’ radiation damage,
in reality electronic damage processes commence during exposure and, due to their complexity,
are not fully accounted for in computational models. We model the electronic damage to protein
nanocrystals using a plasma model that tracks the continuous changes to the energy distribution
of the unbound electrons. Tracking the continuous energy distribution is of particular importance
for distinguishing the influence of differing elements on secondary damage processes. Heavy atoms
(Z > 10) have a ubiquitous but small presence in protein targets - typically as integral components
of the macromolecule and as salts in the solvent. We find that these atoms considerably influence
the simulated ionization and scattering behavior of realistic targets due to their rapid seeding of
secondary ionization processes. In simulations of lysozyme, even the presence of native sulfur atoms
significantly contributes to standard theoretical measures of damage-induced noise for >= 6 keV, 15
fs pulses. Contributing to the effect is that heavy atoms seed ‘intermediate’ energy electron cascades
that are particularly effective at ionizing the target on the femtosecond timescale. In addition, the
disproportionate effect of heavy atoms means the damage to a protein crystal can be sensitive to
their presence in the solvent. Simulations where heavy atoms are excluded from the solvent show
suppressed secondary damage processes in the proteins. Outside of reducing the concentration of
heavy atoms in the target, these results suggest the dose limits of SFX targets will be higher where
the ionization of deep (⪆ 6 keV) absorption edges is minimized, or, to a lesser extent, when such
edges are only ionized with X-rays >> 2 keV above their binding energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) is an active,
yet developing field that can overcome key challenges
faced in determining the structures of macromolecules
with conventional synchrotron sources [1]. Using X-ray
free electron lasers (XFELs) to illuminate a series of
small crystals with ultrabright, femtosecond pulses of ra-
diation, a molecule’s structural signal may be captured
with a temporal resolution on which atomic nuclei are
effectively frozen in place [2, 3]. SFX thus facilitates
time- resolved crystallography that can capture molecu-
lar movies of rapid biological processes, including pho-
toactivated dynamics [4–9] and enzyme catalysis [10–12].

In the ideal limit of SFX, the merged diffraction pat-
tern dataset is well-described by scattering theory—
under short enough pulses, and with a large number of
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identical crystals, the structural signal is captured be-
fore the damage mechanisms conventionally responsible
for its degradation can propagate [13–16]. This ‘diffrac-
tion before destruction’ paradigm affords a much higher
dose limit to targets than conventional approaches, al-
lowing for the use of the high intensities necessary to im-
age micron or sub-micron crystals [3, 17]. The technique
therefore enables researchers to glimpse the structures of
molecules which only form small, unstable crystals; struc-
tures practically inaccessible to synchrotron-based imag-
ing [1, 18–21]. XFEL imaging has previously been able
to successfully image structural features particularly sen-
sitive to radiation damage [22], with greatly suppressed
nuclear damage [5, 23]. The use of smaller targets is also
complementary to time-resolved experiments, which de-
mand a high number of samples in comparison to static
structure determination [7].

In practice, the delicate trade-off between high-angle
scattering intensity and radiation damage familiar from
synchrotron science persists even using the shortest
pulses achievable by modern XFEL facilities, although
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the underlying damage mechanisms are different. While
structural damage to targets may be reduced with XFEL
pulses [15, 23–25], a number of dynamical electronic in-
teractions and decay processes within the target operate
on the femtosecond timescale on which the diffraction
pattern is captured [24, 25]. These electronic processes
can have complex effects on the scattering signal (Bragg
peaks) that could impact the structural interpretation of
the recovered electron density (i.e. electronic damage)
[25–28]. An ongoing challenge to high-intensity SFX is
thus understanding the damage processes and their im-
pact on structure determination. Predicting under what
conditions these processes can jeopardise an experiment
is important for guiding experimental design, particularly
due to limited access to beamtime [18, 29].

Heavy (Z > 10) atoms typically comprise a small frac-
tion (less than 1%) of the atoms in a protein crystal; how-
ever, their unusual scattering behaviour and key role in
the biochemistry of metalloproteins means they are often
highly relevant to experimental outcomes. Their appli-
cations to X-ray crystallography are varied, but they no-
tably enable anomalous phasing for de novo structure re-
covery [30, 31]. Anomalous phasing has been successfully
extended to SFX with microcrystals using sulfur native to
proteins [32–34], or with much heavier atoms deliberately
added for a stronger signal [30, 35, 36]. Additionally, the
contrast produced by the strong time-dependence in the
scattering behaviour of heavy atoms under intense illumi-
nation, due to their rapid photoionization rates, has been
explored as a means to achieve high-intensity radiation-
damage-induced phasing (HI-RIP) [3, 24, 37–42].

A large part of the existing body of work dedi-
cated to simulating the damage sustained by proteins
in XFELs follows the Monte Carlo molecular dynam-
ics (MD) paradigm [43–46], where individual ions and
electrons are treated as classical particles and tracked
through space. Such modeling is too computationally
demanding to simulate typically-sized proteins in full,
so must examine model systems composed of ∼ 100–
1000 atoms that are structurally simple by comparison
[24, 25, 47? , 48]. Such systems span a scale orders
of magnitude smaller than the secondary ionization pro-
cesses [49]. In contrast, zero-dimensional plasma mod-
els, or hybrid plasma-MD models [24, 42, 50], may ca-
pably simulate the ionization dynamics while accounting
for all trace heavy elements within the protein crystal.
However, such codes generally assume the electrons ther-
malise instantaneously under a local thermal equlibrium
(LTE) framework—approximating the non-equilibrium
behaviour that MD models naturally incorporate. Prior
studies of the evolution of single element, solid density
targets such as amorphous carbon [48] and aluminium
foil [51, 52], suggest the non-LTE dynamics to be rele-
vant to the time-integrated behavior of low-Z matter’s
bound states over pulses as long as 20–40 fs.

In this work, we present a nonequilibrium plasma
physics code fine-tuned to the conditions seen in XFEL
experiments. We combine a custom frozen-shell Hartree-

FIG. 1. Three possible structural sources of heavy atoms in
the immediate environment of a crystallised protein. Shown is
a refined structure for lysozyme.Gd (PDB id: 1H87) [57–59].
Sulfur atoms (yellow) are distributed heterogeneously through
the lysozyme unit cell, chlorine ions (red) are present in the
interstitial solvent, and gadolinium atoms (pink) are attached
for anomalous phasing.

Fock code [53], capable of evaluating first-principles cross
sections for ionic collisional processes, with a unique B-
spline approach to solving the Boltzmann equation for
the time-dependent nonequilibrium energy distribution
of the free electrons. The nonequilibrium approach is
essential - thermalisation times of XFEL-generated plas-
mas are generally measured in picoseconds [51, 52, 54–
56], significantly longer than typical FEL pulse durations.
The details of this framework are given in Sec. ??. In
Sec. III, the model is applied to a representative pro-
tein under an intense XFEL pulse to examine how heavy
atoms influence biological targets’ ionization dynamics,
and the noise that results in their diffraction patterns. In
Sec. IV, we examine how the damage landscape changes
when different heavy element species are present in a pro-
tein’s environment, and explain the primary mechanism
that distinguishes their impact. We take advantage of
the computational efficiency of the method to investigate
how the ionization of a protein is affected by the pres-
ence and composition of the solvent. Finally, we place
our findings in the experimental context in Sec. VI, iden-
tifying new potential avenues for mitigating the impact
of damage.

II. AC4DC: A PLASMA-PHYSICS UTILITY
FOR XFEL SCIENCE

In a typical XFEL experiment, it is change of ionic
state, rather than nuclear motion, that makes up the
bulk of the radiation damage to the target [2, 24, 25].
It follows an XFEL target simulation that correctly esti-
mates the time-dependent distribution of ion states will
capture the most important part of the damage dynam-
ics. We therefore approach the XFEL dynamics problem
from the plasma physics perspective previously used in
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the study of metal plasmas [51, 52, 54, 55], formulating
a model in terms of the free and bound electron distri-
butions, f(ϵ, t) and Pξ(t).

For this approach, we assume

1. Both classical and quantum correlations between
all species are negligible.

2. The free electron gas’ temperature is well above the
Fermi temperature.

Though these assumptions are certainly true of a disor-
dered plasma, they are at best questionable in a covalent
solid. 1. is certainly not true of the bonding electrons of
the ground state. However, we will argue that the devia-
tions from these assumptions at early times will not sub-
stantially affect the overall coarse-grained distribution of
energy in the system.

The valence electrons responsible for covalent bond-
ing are arguably the least relevant electrons for captur-
ing early-time plasma dynamics and elastic scattering -
it is the truly uncorrelated core electrons that have the
largest photoionisation cross sections. We will therefore
approximate the electron-impact ionisation rates of the
covalently-bound electrons by those of isolated atoms,
which we expect to be a good approximation for non-
valence electrons.

Assumption 2. is vacuously true in the solid phase, as
there are no free electrons, and is certainly true in the
equilibrated phase (typical temperatures are reported to
be on the order 104 eV, kBT/EF ≃ 10 [60]). Unequi-
librated high energy photoelectrons are generally lifted
well above the Fermi energy, so should see negligible ex-
change effects.

We have implemented a purpose-built collisional-
radiative plasma physics code AC4DC for simulating the
plasma dynamics of low-Z matter, treating the con-
stituent atoms as independent ions coupled to a bath
of free electrons and the driving XFEL photons. We dis-
regard covanent structure, and any correlations between
the outer shell electrons.

We couple the time-dependent energy distribution of
free electrons f(ϵ, t) to the population of possible ionic
states Pξ(t) via the processes of photoionization, Auger
decay, electron-impact ionization (EII), and three-body
recombination (TBR). The free electrons interact with
themselves by Coulomb electron-electron (EE) interac-
tions, while the bound states couple to one another
via fluorescent decay. These processes are summarised
in Figure 2. Atomic parameters are calculated in the
radially-averaged Hartree-Fock approximation [50, 53],
while EII and TBR are approximated using the well
established binary-encounter dipole model of Kim and
Rudd [61]. The equations of motion, obtained from ra-
dially averaging the Boltzmann equation, then read

n = ∞

n = 1

n = 2

E

Photoionisation

Auger decay

EII
TBR

Fluorescence

EE

Pξ(t)

f(ϵ, t)

FIG. 2. Bound-free, bound-bound, and free-free transitions in
biomolecular plasma. Bound energy levels are reminiscent of
carbon for illustrative purposes. P and f represent the con-
tainers for the corresponding part of the electron distribution.
The dotted section at E = 0 represents the weakly-bound
molecular structure that is ignored here. Filled circles rep-
resent initial-state bound electrons, and hollow circles their
final states.

∂

∂t
f(ϵ, t) = Q[Pξ, f ](ϵ) (1)

d

dt
Pξ(t) =

∑
η ̸=ξ

Γη→ξPη(t)− Γξ→ηPξ(t) , (2)

where Q and Γ represent the couplings illustrated in
Fig. 2. Explicit expressions for these in terms of ele-
mentary atomic cross-sections are given in Appendix A.

We discretised the free electron distribution using a
novel adaptive-grid spline expansion, in which the free
distribution f(ϵ) is expanded in piecewise-polynomial B-
splines Bk(ϵ). These basis functions have compact sup-
port, allowing for efficient computations of the second-
and third- order Q tensors without sacrificing differen-
tiability of f .

As the simulation progresses, the density of the spline
grid is dynamically increased in regions with complex
energy-space structure, such as the vicinity of Auger and
photoionisation peaks. This approach allowed our code
to perform full dynamical non-equilibrium plasma simu-
lations of lysozyme (including sulphur) in ∼1 hour on a
contemporary desktop.

We benchmarked our code against existing, similar
nonequilibrium plasma physics utilities. We achieved ex-
cellent quantitative agreement of i) ionisation rates and
ii) effective free-electron temperatures with Monte-Carlo
simulations of carbon [48] and glycine [25, 44], and rea-
sonable agreement with particle-in-cell DFT code PICLS
[52] when modelling aluminium plasma.
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FIG. 3. Effect of heavy atoms on lysozyme.Gd under the nominal pump-pulse illumination conditions of the experiment
performed by Nass et al. (2020) [24]. (a) shows snapshots of the free electron energy distribution at -10 fs and 0 fs, where 0
fs corresponds to the pulse’s peak intensity. Inset figures show the thermalised electrons’ distributions in detail. Photolectron
and Auger electron peaks are labeled explicitly. (b) shows the corresponding evolution of the charge-state dynamics of the
protein’s carbon atoms with only light atoms (broken lines), and with all atoms (solid lines); the black dotted line traces the
temporal pulse profile. The modelled 15 fs FWHM Gaussian pulse’s fluence was 1.75× 1012 7.112 keV ph·µm−2.

III. HEAVY-SEEDED IONIZATION
CASCADES—LYSOZYME.GD

We first study the impact of heavy atoms on a repre-
sentative model system—gadolinium-derivative hen egg-
white lysozyme (lysozyme.Gd, PDB entry 4ET8 [62,
63]). We considered three ‘toy’ variants of this sys-
tem: lysozyme.Gd, non-derivative (Gd-free) lysozyme,
and lysozyme with sulfur atoms substituted for N (the
‘light atom control’). By contrasting the damage in these
three materials, we may infer the effect of the Gd and S
atoms on the light (C,N,O) majority. We neglect the
presence of any water in the system and instead consider
a continuous, homogeneous material, with the atomic
composition of the protein—see Sec. V for the effect of
chemical composition in the solvated protein.

Fig. IIIa shows snapshots of the system’s electron dis-
tribution during a simulation of a 15 fs FWHM Gaus-
sian pulse, with and without the heavy elements S and
Gd. Though these elements hold only a small fraction of
the nanocrystal’s electrons, it may be readily seen that
their photoelectrons hold a substantial fraction of the free
electrons’ energy, comparable to that held by the photo-
electrons ejected by the light atoms. This is a direct
consequence of the heavy atoms’ huge photoabsorption
cross-sections. All photoelectron peaks remain sharp up
to the pulse’s maximum intensity (t = 0).

We see from Fig. IIIa that the presence of Gd and
S approximately doubles the population of low-energy,
Maxwellian electrons. Careful inspection of Fig. IIIb
shows that these electrons came overwhelmingly from the
light atoms, i.e. from secondary ionisation processes.

The additional electronic damage induced by the heavy
atoms had a significant effect on the the atoms’ time-
dependent form factors (see fig. D in App. D), leading
to a substantial degradation of the lysozyme protein’s
simulated diffraction pattern (Fig. III). The reduction in
low-angle scattering corresponds to the angle-dependent
loss in the atoms’ form factors (see Fig. D in App. D). As

is standard for studies of damage [2, 25, 27, 49], this work
employs an R factor as a metric for the severity of the
radiation damage—specifically, the mean-squared differ-
ence between the ideal and damaged scattering patterns
Rdmg. While directly comparing this measure with ex-
perimental R factors would be misleading (see App. C),
the contribution of Gd and S to damage-induced noise
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FIG. 4. Effect of damage on the 300×300 scattering pat-
tern of the lysozyme protein with (upper-right) and without
(lower-right) heavy elements in the plasma simulation. The
left sector shows the ideal scattering pattern. Sectors on the
right plot the log of the ratio of the damage-affected and ideal
scattered irradiances, each normalised to have unit intensity
at the centre. The structure of the lysozyme protein includes
its full eightfold symmetry (which is broken by the stochastic
electronic damage), and only includes the light atoms’ elas-
tic scattering contributions. The resolution at the edge is
2 Å. Gaussian pulse, 15.0 fs FWHM, 1.75 × 1012 7.112 keV
ph·µm−2.

is likely significant, as their presence in lysozyme.Gd in-
creased Rdmg by 59% (relative to the light atom control).

A. Comparing the ionization behavior of light and
heavy elements

To understand how small concentrations of heavy el-
ements cause large changes in light atom ionisation, we
examined how the behaviour of the bound states of atoms
was affected by the activation of specific ionization pro-
cesses in the non-derivative lysozyme target, but with
S substituted for Fe. Simulations were performed with
pulses of a square temporal profile to simplify analysis.
Contrasting Fig. III Aa and Fig. III Ac with the ‘full‘ dy-
namics in Fig. IIIAd shows quite clearly that both sec-
ondary ionization and the Fe ions have a strong influ-
ence on the light atoms’ dynamical evolution. Despite
this, neglecting the secondary ionization processes in the
Fe ions had little effect on the light atoms’ evolution
(Fig. III Ab). This is primarily explained by the weak
scaling in EII cross-section with atomic number, which
means that the electron avalanches are almost entirely
mediated by the light atoms. However, the degree of
this similarity is only possible because the effect of sec-
ondary ionization on the primary ionization behaviour
of the heavy ions is negligible; the heavy atoms’ primary
ionization is relatively unaffected by secondary ionization

FIG. 5. Impact of various approximations to the simulation
on the evolution of the Fe-doped target’s C (left) and Fe
(right) orbital densities, under a 15 fs square pulse containing
1013 10 keV ph·µm−2. In (a), EII is switched off for all atoms,
while in (b) only EII in the heavy atoms are ignored. (c) dis-
plays the evolution of the carbon atoms where the Fe ions are
replaced with nitrogen, representing a light atom model. In
(d), all ionizing processes are accounted for. While accounting
for both heavy elements and light atoms’ secondary ionization
is critical to accurately predicting the depletion of electrons
in the light ions, ignoring secondary ionization in the heavy
atoms has little effect. TBR was disabled in these simulations
to make computation of (a) feasible.

even in this high-intensity regime.

The rapid ejection of electrons from Fe’s K-shell is sus-
tained by the subfemtosecond filling of core holes via
Auger decay, and, to a lesser extent, fluorescence. As a
result, the 1s orbital remains almost full until the higher
shells are nearly completely stripped. This Auger cycling
is similar to that identified by Refs. [46, 64], and means
that the photoionization and Auger decay rates will in-
crease approximately linearly with the incident intensity
up to very high fluences. Relatively low-Z heavy ele-
ments such as sulfur, or heavier elements at low fluences,
do see a notable decrease to their own rate of ionization
if secondary ionization is turned off. However we found
that even in these cases the secondary ionization of the
heavy elements had little effect on their primary ioniza-
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tion behaviour or the light atoms’ evolution.
Overall, the dominant ionization modes of elements

are reversed between light and heavy species. A light
atom’s ionization is primarily driven by EII, while a
heavy atom’s influence, and often the evolution of its
own state, is largely driven by photoionization and ef-
fectively immediate Auger decays. Primary ionization
cannot be ignored in the light atoms due to their large
number granting them a significant contribution to the
electron continuum. However, the heavy atoms’ over-
all influence on the target’s electron dynamics is well-
approximated by their primary ionization processes.

From this perspective, it can be understood why the
primary electron emissions of lysozyme.Gd, and thus the
secondary ionization of the light atoms, could only be ad-
equately captured by accounting for all heavy elements
within the target. The S and Gd atoms’ disproportionate
contribution to the protein’s primary electron emissions
grants them a strong influence on the plasma dynamics.
While the overall number of electrons freed from S and
Gd is relatively small, this is not a measure of their effect,
for the EII avalanches seeded by the heavy atoms’ pri-
mary electrons are largely mediated by the light atoms.
Of course, the amount of damage caused by each cascade
is dependent on the instigating primary electron’s energy,
so the order 1 keV separations between the CNO, S, and
Gd photoelectron and Auger emission energies (Fig. IIIa)
leads to further differences in how they affect the target’s
secondary ionization. See Sec. IVA for further details.

IV. DEEP ABSORPTION EDGES

We again consider the lysozyme protein as the model
structure in this section, but construct construct deriva-
tives where S is substituted for various heavy “dopant”
elements, in order to compare their effect. This gives
the target a dopant-to-light-atom ratio of ∼1:99. This
included ‘N-doped’ and ‘S-doped’ targets, corresponding
to the light atom control and Gd-free lysozyme systems
considered in Sec. III. Orbitals within each n >= 2
shell for Z > 30 elements were approximated with a sin-
gle p-orbital energy. This approximation was found to
introduce a relatively small deviation in the light atoms’
behaviour, so was deemed appropriate for the purposes
of this work (see Fig. D in App. D).

Despite the trace presence of the heavy atoms, we see
in Fig. IVa that the choice of atom impacts Rdmg by as
much as a factor of 5, with the effect most pronounced at
higher energies. Increasing photon energy generally pro-
duces faster, and therefore less ionizing, electrons: most
curves show decreasing damage with increasing photon
energy. The traces for the targets doped with Fe2+

(Z=26), Zn2+ (Z=30), and Se (Z=34) buck this trend—
the transition across the K-edge of the respective dopants
roughly doubles Rdmg in each case. Our simulations
show that these jumps in damage correspond to an order
of magnitude increase in the ionization contributed by

FIG. 6. Effect of Heavy element species on light atoms’ scat-
tering pattern quality and ionization. Plots show Rdmg (from
light atoms’ scattering) for the lysozyme analogues with var-
ious dopants as listed in the legend (dopant:CNO = 1:99).
(a) shows the points for each target aligned with photon en-
ergy, with dashed lines indicating absorption edges for certain
targets. The points are shifted in (b) to align with the sep-
aration between the deepest ionizable shell (DIS) and X-ray
frequency, which proves to be a much stronger predictor for
Rdmg. The distinct groups formed are annotated with the DIS
of the members’ dopants. The interpolating lines are included
as a guide for the eye. (c) shows the pulse-integrated charge
of the carbon ions. Simulations performed with Gaussian, 15
fs FWHM pulses with 1012 ph·µm−2 fluence.
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heavy-seeded cascades.
This edge-sensitive effect is again due to damage seed-

ing. Photons above the excitation edge will ionize heavy
atoms much faster due to the high cross-section of the
inner shells. The electrons in the DIS will be freed far
more rapidly than those of the sample’s light atoms, and
are replenished on a subfemtosecond timescale by Auger
cycling (see Sec. III A). As a result, the K-edges of Fe,
Zn, and Se instigate the majority of the cascades in their
corresponding samples for photon energies where they
are ionizable.

A. Primary electron energy

Distinct peaks in Fig. IVa can be observed in the Se
and Zn traces at a LPE of ∼ 2 keV. Inflections are also ar-
guably observed around this point in the Fe2+ and Xe8+

traces, despite the low energies of the light atoms’ pri-
mary electrons in these targets. Fig. IVb reveals that
the variation in Rdmg with respect to photon frequency
is almost entirely determined by the dopants’ lowest pho-
toelectron energy (LPE) and the shell number of the
deepest ionizable shell (DIS) which such electrons are
sourced from. The alignment of the traces into two dis-
tinct groups when plotted against the LPE is thus a result
of the severity of the damage being predominantly con-
trolled by the primary electron emissions of the dopants.
As all heavy dopants’ DIS are maintained near maximum
occupancy via decay processes, the production of ioniz-
ing electrons by Ag+ and Xe8+ is scaled by a factor of
∼4 relative to the other dopants at an equivalent LPE,
due to the higher electron capacity of their L-shells.

Increasing the X-ray energy above a given absorption
edge decreases the photoabsorption coefficient, but also
alters the evolution of each individual cascade. To isolate
the relationship between the primary electron emission
energy and electronic damage under illumination condi-
tions, we conducted simulations of the light atom control
under a Gaussian 1012 10 keV ph·µm−2, 15.0 fs FWHM
pulse, with electrons injected at a rate independent of
their energy. The injection rate was proportional to the
incident intensity—three times the photoionization rate
of the target when in its neutral state. This roughly cor-
responds to the contribution to the total ionization rate
of the Zn-doped lysozyme by its Zn ions under the same
pulse conditions. The resulting relationship between the
electron source energy and the damage suffered by the
target (Fig. IVA) shows strong similarities to the Zn
trace in Fig. IVb. Notably, showing a peak at ∼ 2.5 keV
with a similar magnitude, in comparison to the ∼ 1.5
keV peak in the Zn-doped target.

To understand this, consider a free electron of energy
E interacting with a gas of hydrogenic atoms, with elec-
trons bound by energy B. As E falls, the EII cross-
section grows, causing an increased ionization rate down
to ≃ B [61, 65]. Fig. IVA sketches typical showers of
secondary electrons from a single primary electron in

the E ≫ B regime. It can be seen that the increase
in ionization cross-section as impactor velocity falls cre-
ates a trade-off: higher-energy cascades progress slowly,
but have the potential to free many additional elec-
trons. Therefore over a duration of time (in the ultra-
fast regime), there will be a ‘maximally ionizing’ cascade
energy.

Prior work has established that the cascades instigated
by light atoms’ Auger electrons will be shorter than that
of an XFEL pulse(∼ 3 fs in neutral targets) while cas-
cades as low as 6 keV last for a duration well beyond
that of typical pulses [49, 66], while individual 1.5 keV
cascades in a neutral urea crystal (CON2H4) were shown
to be more ionizing than 5 keV cascades up to 5 fs [3].
However, it is important to note that the exact emission
energy that will cause the most damage-induced noise to
the diffraction pattern will not be the cascade most ion-
izing in a neutral target. Because most primary electron
emissions will occur some way into the pulse, and ioniza-
tion near the end of the pulse has very little effect on the
scattering profile, it can be inferred that the most dam-
aging emission energies will correspond to cascades that
terminate on some timescale moderately shorter than
the pulse width. The impact of lower energy cascades
is further elevated by electron-electron scattering (due
to accelerating thermalization), the decreasing EII cross-
section of the target, and Bragg gating [3, 66]. The ∼ 2.5
keV energy we observe as the most damaging is thus con-
sistent with these prior works.

2.5 keV is between and well away from the energy of
the light atoms’ Auger electrons and photoelectrons in
typical experiments. Critically, the heavy atoms’ (non-
negligible) primary electron emissions similarly fall be-
tween the light atoms’ emission energies. This is the
case in the lysozyme.Gd scenario considered in Sec. III.
The Auger and photoelectron peaks of S and Gd, as an-
notated in Fig. IIIa, are both closer to 2.5 keV and thus
can be expected to be more damaging. The tendency of
heavy atoms to eject electrons with these ‘intermediate’
energies thus contributes to the strength of their effect.

This perspective also explains why the lowest three
points in the N, S, and Fe-doped traces of Fig. IVb are
outliers within the “K grouping”. All correspond to pho-
ton energies below 8 keV, indicating the contribution of
the C,N, and O atoms’ < 8 keV primary electrons to
secondary ionization are of comparable magnitude to the
dopants in the K-group targets in this regime.

Repeating the simulations shown in Fig. IV while ig-
noring heavy atoms’ secondary ionization neglected had
little effect, as predicted in Sec. III A. As this greatly re-
duces the number of configurations to be processed in the
EII and TBR calculations, we made this approximation
to explore the frequency-sensitivity of the targets’ dy-
namics varies under pulses of other widths and fluences.
Fig. 9 shows that the heavy atoms had a broadly signif-
icant effect across these simulations. For all pulses con-
sidered, the ionizing effect of sulfur’s presence was equiv-
alent to a 20–40% increase to the pulse intensity in the
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FIG. 7. Energy-dependence of damage induced by seeded
electrons within the light atom structure. (a) shows Rdmg

obtained for the light atom structure of lysozyme when sub-
jected to a 1012 10 keV ph·µm−2, 15.0 fs FWHM pulse, but
with an artificial injection of free electrons at 3 times the av-
erage rate of the neutral light atoms’ photoionization. This
injection rate roughly corresponds to the photoionization rate
of the Zn atoms within the Zn-doped target under an equiv-
alent pulse.

E

B

σEII(E)

time

FIG. 8. Fate of energetic free electrons incident on a gas
of bound electrons; binding energy B. Each branching event
represents the most likely electron-electron scattering process:
an electron of energy E ‘only just’ ionises an atom, leaving
one electron at zero energy and another at E − B. Low-
energy (green) electrons rapidly scatter to energy states below
the binding energy, where they thermalise independent of the
ion population. High-energy electrons (blue) are very close
to noninteracting on pulse timescales. Intermediate-energy
electrons (red) undergo the most impact ionization events in
a fixed timeframe.

light atom control. The impact of the heavier dopants’
absorption edges also remains significant across the con-
ditions considered. For example, the increase in damage
to the Se-doped target by increasing the photon energy
from 12.5 keV to 13.5 keV is equivalent to increasing the
fluence by a factor of 3–4, or increasing the pulse width
by an order of magnitude.
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FIG. 9. Effect of chemical composition on the electronic damage landscape for 15 fs FWHM Gaussian pulses. Each plot maps
the average charge of carbons at the end of the illumination (+1.2 FWHM) of a mock derivative of lysozyme, where sulfur is
substituted for the element denoted in the lower-right corner (‘CNO’ denotes the light atom control, where N is the substitute).
Each plot is constructed with 133 data points. The sharp features in the plots for targets doped by heavier elements correspond
to the dopant absorption edges.
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FIG. 10. Effect of chemical composition on the electronic damage landscape for Gaussian pulses of 1012 ph·µm−2 fluence.
Each plot maps the average charge of carbons at the end of the illumination (+1.2 FWHM) of a mock derivative of lysozyme,
where sulfur is substituted for the element denoted in the lower-right corner (‘CNO’ denotes the light atom control, where N
is the substitute). Each plot is constructed with 190 data points. The sharp features in the plots for targets doped by heavier
elements correspond to the dopant absorption edges.
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V. INTERSTITIAL SOLVENT

The presence of aqueous solution in targets is ubiq-
uitous to protein SFX, encapsulating the structure and
making up a substantial volume of the protein crystal
[21, 67, 68]. Prior work has shown that atoms within a
neutral, light atom target will be affected by high-energy
EII cascades initiated >100 nm away [3, 49]. As such,
cascades instigated within the interstitial solvent of crys-
tals of proteins cannot be ignored where heavy elements
have a significant effect, as the concentrations and species
of heavy elements will often be quite different between
solution and protein.

In modelling lysozyme.Gd scenario in Sec. III, we con-
sidered a continuous target using the density and chem-
ical composition of only the protein. We now revisit
this scenario, but model a solvated crystal using the den-
sity and chemical composition of the full unit cell of real
lysozyme.Gd crystals. Approximately half of the volume
is taken up by water molecules (oxygen), mixed with Gd
in approximately equal concentration as in the protein
[62]; however, we neglect the presence of any salts. Treat-
ing this target’s electronic damage dynamics as homoge-
neous requires the following three idealisations in place
of the assumption of a continuous protein material: (I)
the crystal is infinite, (II) there is instantaneous mixing
of > 1 keV free electrons between the interstitial solvent
and protein, (III) differences in the <1 keV primary elec-
tron emissions between the solvent and protein (the light
atoms’ Auger decays) are negligible.

The results for these simulations are shown in Table
V. In each case, the damage was increased when the
solvent’s contribution was accounted for. We attribute
this to the light atoms’ higher primary electron emission
rate in the solvated target, due to oxygen making up
the majority of the light atoms rather than more weakly
absorbing carbon. Unsurprisingly, the effect of introduc-
ing Gd to both targets in equal concentrations leads to
a relatively similar effect on Rdmg, while sulfur’s effect,
relative to the light atoms, is much smaller due to its
reduced concentration.

Lastly, we reverse the infinite crystal assumption and
consider the dynamics in the single particle imaging
limit, where the target consists of an isolated protein
of lysozyme suspended within an infinite mother liquor
drop. In this regime, the solution makes up essentially
the entirety of the protein’s environment within the 100
nm scale spanned by the high-energy electron cascades.
The high-energy cascades seeded by the protein should
largely dissipate in the mother liquor, while in turn the
mother liquor’s electron emissions will dominate the ion-
ization of the protein. We thus assume that high-energy
electrons seeded by the protein can be neglected entirely.
We did not simulate lysozyme.Gd suspended in pure wa-
ter, as in either the 7.1 keV or 9 keV case, Gd produces
∼ 1 keV Auger or photoelectrons which cannot be as-
sumed to instigate cascades well above lysozyme’s 10 nm
length scale.

TABLE I. Comparison of the frequency dependence of Rdmg

under various models of the target’s large-scale structure and
composition. The “light” protein composition is the light
atom control—lysozyme with S substituted for N. Concen-
trations of protein and solvent are given in %(v/v). The con-
tinuous protein structure corresponds to the model considered
in Sec. III. Missing values correspond to scenarios where an
assumption of homogeneity cannot be justified.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our results appear to reflect a complexity in the ioniza-
tion dynamics of proteins under XFEL illumination that
is masked by common linearizing assumptions. The sig-
nificant impact such assumptions have on Rdmg suggests
a more nuanced understanding of how damage plays out
in biological targets in the ultrafast regime. In particu-
lar, the observation of a significant effect by heavy atoms
challenges the notion that such species play only a mi-
nor role in proteins’ damage dynamics due to their trace
presence.

The idealisation of the pulse’s temporal pulse profile
as either square [48, 52] or Gaussian [51, 52] is common
in studies of XFEL dynamics, however the ionization dy-
namics modelled in lysozyme.Gd (Sec. III) proved to be
sensitive to this choice. The target was notably more
ionized under the Gaussian profile by the pulse’s medial
photon (see Fig. D in App. D). As a result, Rdmg was
30% higher for the Gaussian pulse’s diffraction pattern.
We attribute this to the outsized effect of earlier pri-
mary electron emissions, specifically during the Gaussian
pulse’s leading tail. These produce cascades that have a
long period over which to build up their ionization rate
before the bulk of the elastic X-ray scattering. Indeed,
these effects disappeared when modelling gaseous targets,
where secondary ionization is negligible, consistent with
prior work [69].

Characteristic to the ultrafast regime of SFX is that
the dose limits of biological targets are not simply a func-
tion of crystal size, as in conventional crystallography,
but also the pulse width [2, 3, 49], as the pulse’s du-
ration determines the extent to which the damage pro-
cesses are ‘outrun’. However, our results suggest that
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the timescale and magnitude of these damage processes
can vary considerably across SFX experiments depend-
ing on the presence of heavy atoms and the energy of
their primary electron emissions. This appears at odds
with the results of prior non-LTE plasma modelling with
CRETIN [70], which found the X-ray energy and atomic
composition to have only a minor influence on ioniza-
tion processes [3, 66, 68], however this can be seen as a
consequence of such studies’ focus on targets with an ab-
normally low heavy atom presence (such as a light atom
model system, or a protein crystal with 78 (v/v)% pure
water as solvent). The influence of heavy atoms on the
dynamics in our simulations of the lysozyme.Gd protein
crystal was substantial, suggesting the dose limit will be
sensitive to the variation in heavy atoms’ presence in re-
alistic SFX biological targets. Indeed, Fig. 9 indicates
that substitution of lysozyme’s S atoms for Se in order
to phase with Se’s K-edge (a favoured choice for phasing
in de novo protein structure determination due to the
selenomethionine and methionine isomorphism [30, 71])
may cause more electronic damage to the lysozyme pro-
tein than increasing the pulse width from 5 fs up to as
high as 100 fs.

Fig. IVA highlights why the prior observations of ion-
ization being independent of X-ray energy in targets may
not well-generalise to targets such with a more typical
heavy atom presence. Targets dominated by light atoms
will see a particularly suppressed sensitivity to variation
in photon energy for 6–15 keV X-rays. For these X-
ray energies, the light atom photoelectron energies re-
main well past the 2 keV peak where their effect is rela-
tively stable. However, atoms with deep absorption edges
which eject much lower energy electrons or none at all are
much more sensitive to the X-ray energy than the light
atoms, and so cannot be ignored where they contribute
significantly to the primary electron emissions, such as
the Gd atoms in our simulations of solvated lysozyme.Gd.
More positively, this suggests SFX experiments may have
much greater control over the severity of damage than
previously thought, such as through the choice of X-ray
frequency or solvent composition. Under the assump-
tions of our model, merely excluding Gd from the inter-
stitial solvent of the lysozyme.Gd crystal reduces Rdmg

by 19% for the 9 keV beam (Table V).

Interestingly, our results suggest the application of
anomalous phasing techniques conventionally viewed as
beneficial to recovery may often induce substantially
more severe ionization than in other experiments. Very
heavy atoms such as Se and Gd are often introduced to
targets in these methods, generally in tandem with an
X-ray energy just above their ionization edges [30, 31,
36, 40]. A number of studies that have faced challenges
in structure recovery have suggested higher concentra-
tions of heavy atoms would remediate such issues [30, 36].
However, our modeling suggests it may be more appropri-
ate to view their presence as a trade-off: a higher heavy
atom concentration boosts the anomalous signal, but at
the cost of additional damage to the light atom structure.

Still, the use of X-ray frequencies well above absorption
edges, as is done in native phasing [32, 41], may suppress
the severity of damage (see Fig. 9). If so, phasing with
shallower absorption edges might prove more favourable
for SFX than in synchrotron-source imaging.

A recent perspective highlighted the lack of successful
application of high-intensity multi-wavelength anomalous
dispersion (MAD) phasing to SFX under experimental
conditions. These suggested MAD phasing methodolo-
gies hinge upon the assumption that light atoms do not
experience significant damage under XFEL illumination,
and indeed this was explicitly highlighted by these stud-
ies as needing validation [31, 37]. Unfortunately, our
modelling suggests that light atoms are much more likely
to experience significant damage under the experimental
conditions that the technique requires—namely the ion-
ization of inserted heavier elements with X-ray energies
just above their absorption edges.

There is preliminary evidence that these considera-
tions are relevant in practice. Nass et al. attributed
unusual noise in the scattering profile of lysozyme.Gd to
increased radiation damage induced by Gd. Our mod-
eling supports this inference, as it found the addition of
just Gd to the target (alongside C, N, O and S) increases
the pump-pulse Rdmg by 17–21% (see Table V). How-
ever, fig. 9 suggests that the 7.1 keV photon energy used
(just low enough to avoid ionizing Gd’s L3-edge) would
be close to the optimal choice for minimizing damage in
this case. Indeed, repeated simulation with the photon
energy changed to 9.0 keV resulted in a 9–11% higher
pump-pulse Rdmg—in contrast, Rdmg fell by 32–34% for
the non-derivative lysozyme target due to Gd’s absence.

An SFX experiment on lysozyme.Gd performed by
Galli et al. [40], comparing the diffraction patterns of
high and low fluence pulses (peaking at 7.8 and 0.13
×1012 ph·µm−2 respectively), observed an unexpectedly
small 8.8–12 pulse-intensity-averaged charge difference
(charge contrast) in Gd, outside the 15–25 range ex-
pected from an independent atomic model of Gd. Plasma
processes were considered one possible explanation—as
the EII cross-section of Gd in the low fluence case would
be much higher than in the high fluence case. However,
our modelling suggests the secondary ionization of Gd
would be too low for such an effect to have played a sig-
nificant role in causing the discrepancy observed.

While a number of experimental conditions are not ac-
counted for in our model, and could well explain the
strangely low charge contrast observed by Galli et al.,
the results of our work suggest that the effect of dam-
age seeding by Gd’s presence on the light atoms is im-
portant to consider, especially as the X-ray energy used
(8.48 keV) was above Gd’s L1-edge. As Galli et al. high-
light, the high ionization of the light atoms is difficult to
account for using conventional data scaling procedures.
The decrease in the overall scattering strength of the tar-
get potentially masks the loss of Gd’s electron density.
An ostensibly low ionization rate of Gd might thus be
indicative of a high ionization rate in the light atoms.
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FIG. 11. Effect of Gd on lysozyme.Gd in the low fluence
experiment performed by Galli et al. [40]. The plasma simu-
lation used a Gaussian pulse with the nominal parameters of
the considered experiment: 40 fs FWHM and 1.3× 1011 8.48
keV ph·µm−2 fluence. The presence of Gd (initial charge of
3+) increases the ionization of the light atoms considerably.
Overall, the damage is substantially more severe than was ex-
pected by Galli et al. through consideration of a light atom
model (Average atomic charge of +0.1 by the end of the pulse
[3, 40]), possibly affecting the scaling of the data. Note that
unlike where lysozyme.Gd has been considered elsewhere in
this study, the pulse’s photon energy is above Gd’s L-edge
(modelled as 7.42 keV).

Our modelling also suggests this possibility, predicting
the intensity-averaged (effective) charge gain of C to be
+0.44 and +2.68 in the low and high fluence cases respec-
tively. By mimicking the aforementioned masking effect
through scaling the effective occupancy of Gd inversely to
that of carbon for both fluence cases, our upper limit for
the charge contrast is reduced from 33.1 to a more rea-
sonable value of 18.2. We note that our modelling found
the influence of Gd on the light atoms’ ionization to be
particular strong under the nominal low fluence condi-
tions of the considered study, with the C, N, O atoms
seeing an average charge of 1.07, 0.89, 0.72 respectively
at the termination of the pulse, rather than 0.57, 0.43,
0.32 in Gd’s absence (see Fig. VI).

Nass et al. [24] similarly observed an unexpectedly low
ionization rate of Gd in lysozyme.Gd nanocrystals. Gd’s
electron density, relative to the light atoms, actually rose
with increasing probe delay. Such behaviour could be ex-
plained by the dichotomy highlighted in Sec. IIIA: sec-
ondary ionization dominates the light atoms’ evolution,
while primary ionization dominates the heavy atoms’
evolution. In the period between the pump and probe
pulses, the secondary ionization frees a far greater pro-
portion of light atoms’ bound electrons than it does
for heavy atoms. This perspective, alongside the prior

discussion of the discrepancy observed by Galli et al.,
would seem to indicate that the secondary ionization of
light atoms can obfuscate the true ionization dynamics
of heavy atoms when gauged with absorption-based mea-
sures.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The zero-dimensional non-LTE model employed in this
study suggests that a significant amount of damage to bi-
ological targets under XFEL illumination is seeded by
heavy atoms, with even the presence of native sulfur
atoms significantly affecting the damage-induced loss of
coherence in a protein’s scattered wavefield. This result
might appear surprising given the trace presence of such
species; however, closer inspection shows this outcome to
reasonably follow from two key points: (I) Heavier species
emit photo- and Auger electrons at much higher rates,
considerably boosting the number of secondary ioniza-
tion cascades instigated within the light atom bulk. (II)
Relative to the 10 fs timescale that the structural signal
is captured, light-atom-sourced electron avalanches will
either have a very low energy and thus dissipate prema-
turely, or have a very high energy and thus a small EII
rate; in contrast, avalanches initiated by heavy atoms,
with energies between these two extremes, more severely
degrade the captured structural signal.
The addition of heavy atoms to the environment of

proteins—such as potassium and sodium ions in the
mother liquor—is routine in protein crystallography,
however the results of this work suggest that in the
XFEL regime their use becomes a trade-off for addi-
tional damage. Judicious choices to reduce the number
of low–intermediate energy primary electron emissions
may thus improve experimental outcomes where dam-
age is a concern, or where controlling for damage across
pulse parameters is necessary. Specific to de novo re-
finement, anomalous phasing methodologies that allow
for weaker anomalous signals would see a reduction in
damage-induced noise, suggesting a strength for native
phasing over artificial introduction of heavier elements
such as Gd. Further, the production of primary elec-
trons near the maximally ionizing energy can be avoided
entirely with careful choice of photon frequency.
The nonlinear dynamics highlighted in this study sug-

gest two areas that damage modeling should incorporate.
(I) The dependence of the damage on the temporal pulse
profile indicates a necessity for modeling of the dynam-
ics under more realistic SASE pulse profile statistics, for
which there exist a number of contemporary approaches
[72–74]). (II) The effect of heavy atoms specifically sug-
gests a significance to the mother liquor’s composition
in conjunction with electron transfer across the crystal
boundary and the interstitial-solvent. It is likely, for ex-
ample, that the mother liquor’s high-energy electrons re-
place those of the crystal to an extent dependent on the
crystal’s size.
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The obvious limitation of the presented model is its
zero-dimensional treatment. While it should be a rea-
sonable approximation where the cascades are on a scale
on which the spatial profile of their emissions is homoge-
neous, the strong effect of heavy atoms made evident in
this work suggests this may often not be the case. Tar-
get substructures such as metal cofactors often have or-
der 10 nm separations, and the large-scale distribution of
heavy atoms is generally non-uniform due to the differing
compositions of the protein and its aqueous environment.
Naively, this suggests heavy atoms produce a ‘sphere‘ of
electronic damage in their local region, with the distance
spanned dependent on frequency. However, whether such
heterogeneous correlations actually occur is complicated
by the non-uniformity in the large-scale solvent-protein
structure of real targets. A model that breaks the crystal
symmetry, and that is able to account for spatial varia-
tion in electron density on the global scale of the target,
may be necessary to explore this possibility.

A full examination of the complex interplay between
the independent variables is beyond the scope of this

work; for the most part, we have restricted analysis to
targets where heavy elements make up 1% of the atomic
populations, and this is far from sufficient to generalise
the influence of heavy atoms across the varied ratios
seen in real targets, or to targets containing multiple
heavy elements. However, it is evident that experimental
differences that are marginal in traditional crystallogra-
phy have the potential to considerably alter the amount
of radiation damage suffered by targets in the ultrafast
regime. This complexity suggests a role for theoretical
modeling to play in informing SFX experimental design,
namely as a tool for gauging the viability of success-
ful refinement in the high-intensity regime. The zero-
dimensional framework employed in AC4DC can capably
examine the damage dynamics across a large number of
candidate pulse parameterizations without significant in-
vestment of computational resources. For studies con-
cerned with the ions’ motions, the simulation may be in-
tegrated within a hybrid plasma-MD framework [50, 75],
where delegation of the ultrafast electron dynamics to a
zero-dimensional model makes simulating the molecular
dynamics of 10–100 nm scale structures feasible.
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Appendix A: Numerical Method

Simulating scattering off a protein from an XFEL pulse
then consists of two stages -

1. Solve equations 1 and 2 simultaneously to obtain
time-dependent probability distributions for the
electrons’ state.

2. Perform a spatially-resolved Monte Carlo simula-
tion of the XFEL pulse. We discretise time, and
at each discrete timestep t randomly sample elec-
tronic disorder configurations from the probability
distribution Pξ(t).

The collision kernel on the right hand side of the Boltz-
mann equation (1) takes the form of a sum over distinct
processes,

Q[Pξ, f ](ϵ) = QPhoto[Pξ](ϵ) +QAuger[Pξ](ϵ) +QEII[f, Pξ](ϵ)
(A1)

+QTBR[f, Pξ](ϵ) +QEE[f ](ϵ) (A2)

Explicit forms of these components are given in Ap-
pendix A.
The solution of these coupled rate equations presents

serious numerical challenges:

1. The primary-ionisation terms QPhoto and QAuger

are essentially Dirac delta-like source terms; such
singularities often destabilise numerical PDE solu-
tions.

2. The number of possible electron configurations
scales factorially with the number of electrons in
a given atom.

3. The three-body recombination term QTBR is
quadratic in the free electron distribution f , leading
to worst-case N3 complexity if the representation
of f is N dimensional.

4. The electron-electron recombination term QEE de-
pends on derivatives of the free electron distribu-
tion.

We therefore seek a representation for f that i) is in-
herently smooth and at least once differentiable, ii) is
capable of representing strongly-peaked ionisation func-
tions without Gibbs phenomena, and iii) admits a com-
putationally efficient representation of QTBR.

The standard approach to non-LTE plasma simulation
solves the Boltzmann equation using finite differencing
of f(ϵ, t). We take a more general approach, expanding
f with respect to a time-invariant basis B = {ϕi(ϵ), i =
1...N}, contracted with time varying expansion coeffi-
cients cj(t) and multiplied by an explicit weight function
w(ϵ).

f(ϵ, t) = w(ϵ)
∑
i

ci(t)ϕi(ϵ) (A3)
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This expansion must be valid in two fairly dissim-
ilar regimes - at thermal equilibrium, it must re-
semble a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution fT (ϵ) ∼√
ϵ exp(−ϵ/kBT ), while at early times it must resemble

a sum of Dirac deltas at the photoelectron and Auger
electron energies. Typical orthogonal bases for function
space (e.g. Legendre polynomials, Fourier sines) are sim-
ple to differentiate and (assuming we choose w(ϵ) =

√
ϵ to

remove the logarithmic singularity at the origin) are well
suited to describing the smooth features of a Maxwellian,
but suffer from Gibbs phenomena in the vicinity of the
strongly peaked atomic lines. The other standard ba-
sis choice - the orthogonal rectangles of finite-element
analysis - are well suited to describing Dirac peaks, but
are susceptible to numerical instabilities when calculat-
ing derivatives [55].

Order-k B-splines are a good compromise between the
two approaches. These are highly localised, piecewise-
polynomial functions of order k−1 which may be thought
of as smooth generalisations of rectangular sampling
functions. A given spline’s support is much smaller
than the interval over which the basis is defined - it
overlaps with the supports of at most 2k − 2 other
splines, immediately implying that any matrix of the
form Ajk =

∫
dϵϕj(ϵ)ϕk(ϵ)h(ϵ) is banded sparse. A col-

lection of N splines of order k are defined over a grid of
non-decreasing “knot points” that collectively form the
knot vector T = {tj |j = 0...N+k−1, tk ≥ tk−1} [76]. An
expansion f constructed from order-k B-splines is auto-
matically polynomial away from the knots, and at a knot
point of multiplicity m has k− 1−m continuous deriva-
tives. The knot vector here is constructed such that the
first and last knot have multiplicity k, while all interior
points are distinct. With this choice of knot, the ϕk form
a partition of unity – ∀x ∈ [t0, tN +k−1],

∑
n ϕn(x) = 1.

Such functions are not orthogonal to one an-
other, possessing a non-trivial overlap matrix Sij :=∫
dϵw(ϵ)ϕi(ϵ)ϕj(ϵ). Use of this basis permits an approxi-

mate representation of a narrow photoelectron peak by a
C1 piecewise polynomial, ensuring that the distribution
will have a well-defined derivative everywhere. Eq. (1)
may then be recast in a finite form by integrating both
sides against a test basis element ϕj ,

∫
dϵϕj(ϵ)

∂f(ϵ, t)

∂t
=

∫
dϵϕj(ϵ)Q[P, f ](ϵ, t) (A4)

⇒ Sij
dci(t)

∂t
= Qj [P, f ](ϵ, t) . (A5)

which has the added benefit of rendering the Q tensors
sparse.

In our approximation scheme, we assumed

1. Purely (semi)classical collisional dynamics

2. Independent, decoupled atoms

3. Spatial isotropy

Assumption 2) is equivalent to discarding second-order
and higher correlations in the electrons’ distribution
function.
The first-order electron density function has two

components- f(ϵ, t)dϵ, the continuum energy distri-
bution of the free continuum, and Pξ(t), the time-
dependent density of ions in atomic configuration ξ ∈
{1s22s2, 2s2, ...}
We separated the time-dependent energy distribution

of free electrons f(ϵ, t) from the discrete probability dis-
tribution Pξ(t) capturing the classical populations of each
atomic state ξ. The Boltzmann and master equations (1)
and (2) then generate a deterministic time evolution of
the electrons’ classical energy-state distribution.

∂

∂t
f(ϵ, t) = Q[f,P ](ϵ, t) , (A6)

d

dt
Pξ(t) =

∑
η ̸=ξ

Γη→ξPη(t)− Γξ→ηPξ(t) , (A7)

where the collision kernels Q and decay rates Γ cap-
ture the couplings between free and bound electrons.
We chose these couplings in keeping with previous work
[45, 70, 77], modeling photoionization, Auger decay and
fluorescence as classical stochastic processes, impact ion-
ization and three-body recombination as classical scat-
tering processes and electron-electron interactions using
a standard Fokker-Planck kernel [55].
The average irradiance is calculated as

⟨I(q)⟩ = Ie(q)

∫ tN

t0

dt Φ(t)⟨|F (q, t)|2⟩, (A8)

where Ie(t, q) =
1

2
r2e(1 + cos2 2θ)Hbeam. (A9)

Here, Hbeam is the fluence of the incident beam, and re
is the classical electron radius. Note we have assumed
an unpolarized source. Approximating the atoms as sta-
tionary with each form factor fa(t) corresponding to a
state ξ with probability P a

ξ (t) gives

F (ti, qj) ≈
∑
a

fa(ti, qj)Ta(qi), (A10)

where T (qi) = exp(−iqi ·Ra). (A11)

(See also Refs. [2, 27]).
The electron-electron interaction strength depends

sensitively on the Coulomb logarithm, lnΛ =
∫
dχ/χ

[52, 78]. This quantity is typically estimated in equilib-
rium physics by setting the minimum impact parameter
bmin to the radius of closest approach.
Further numerical methods employed included: 1. An

asynchronous implicit-explicit (IMEX) method, stepping
the stiff but computationally cheap free electron inter-
actions with much shorter steps than the bound-bound
and bound-free contributions. 2. Adaptive time steps to
avoid divergence in f(ϵ, t).
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Appendix B: Dynamic grid implementation

The spline-based approach to representing the free
electron distribution represented a subtle numerical

The cubic spline treatment of this work has been
shown to well-approximate the evolution of relatively
static Boltzmann-governed systems with as few as 10 en-
ergy grid points/knots [79]. However, this requirement
was shown to grow by an order of magnitude as the ini-
tial distribution of particles was displaced further from
equilibrium with a thermal bath. Biological targets un-
der XFEL illumination see acute separation between the
early state and the partially equilibrated state at the end
of the pulse. Moreover, these systems see two complica-
tions not present in the systems considered by Khurana
et al.: (I) The early MB distribution’s narrow, low-energy
peak is difficult to fit due to the rigid energy conservation
condition of df

dϵ2 ≈ 0. (II) The thermal bath is substi-
tuted for sharp high-energy emission profiles, which, like
the MB distribution, shift significantly over the course of
the pulse as they relax through electron scattering.

It is worth noting that under a static grid, the simu-
lation’s final state can be quite accurate, even while the
early state dynamics are captured poorly. As elastic scat-
tering occurs throughout the entire pulse, and in fact is
skewed to earlier times where the bound electron density
is highest, convergence at early times is critical.

An adaptive grid was implemented to address these
issues. A set of static low-density regions spans the full
energy range, while a set of dynamic high-density regions
spans the thermal distribution and up to 4 of the most
dominant high-energy peaks. We define a set of energy
ranges (regions) each with an associated rectangular or
logarithmic knot density function ξ(ϵ), which is only non-
zero within the region’s limits. The full grid’s local knot
density Ξ(ϵ) is then defined as

Ξ(ϵ) = max(ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξn−1, ξn). (B1)

The high-density regions are dynamically updated
throughout the simulation to follow their respective fea-
tures. A high density of knots supports the sharp features
in the continuum at early times, then redistribute to con-
tinue to support the growing and shifting peaks as the
electron population equilibrates [48]. A partial run of the
simulation with a ‘guess grid’ is used to obtain the ini-
tial grid for the actual simulation. This flexible approach
means a drastically reduced number of knots is necessary
to achieve convergence than under a static grid.

The spline basis is transformed with 64-point Gaus-
sian quadrature, and transformations in the simulations
of this work were all performed an order of 10 times.
Testing found the convergence to be independent of the
associated error for >100 transformations. The photo-
electron peaks were identified dynamically based on their
maximum energy density relative to the transition energy
region, without regard for the prior basis.

Appendix C: Rdmg

The standard measure of electronic damage [2] is

Rdmg =

∑
q |
√
Iideal(q)−

√
Ireal(q)|∑

q

√
Iideal(q)

, (C1)

where q is the momentum transfer of a pixel (or in
other studies the Bragg peak), and Iideal(q) and Ireal(q)
are the normalised irradiances scattered by the system
in the cases where damage is, respectively, ignored or
included in the atomic form factors.
We note that the conventional “rule of thumb” that

Rdmg <0.15–0.20 implies a recoverable structure [2, 22,
25, 49] appears to be a mistaken approach. The essence
of this matter may be distilled to two points. (I) The
original introduction of a notional cutoff was predicated
on Rdmg being an achievable limit for the experimental
measure of deviation within the merged dataset (Rmerge)
[2]. However, measures of data quality are not predictive
of refinement quality [80, 81]. (II) Rdmg measures only
damage-induced noise, while experimental R factors ac-
count for all sources of noise. Both Rmerge and the stan-
dard refinement measure Rfree are mostly confined to a
range of ∼ 0.10 across macromolecules deposited in the
Protein Data Bank [2, 82], so it is ill justified to discount
a single source of noise which in isolation produces an R
factor on the same order—at least not without experi-
mental support.
Even in the regime where radiation damage is minimal

and Rdmg would ostensibly be near 0, an Rfree below
0.15 is rarely seen in refined models of macromolecules
[82]. The confounding factors responsible for this dif-
ficulty are likely magnified in the presence of radiation
damage, meaning a cutoff for Rdmg that is a useful gauge
for a limit of tolerable damage would need to be informed
by empirical data on the effect of damage on Rfree, as
opposed to comparison with trends in experimental R
measures. However, such data does not presently exist
in the literature.
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Appendix D: Additional figures

FIG. 12. Temporal incoherence in carbon’s form factors, cor-
responding to the simulation of lysozyme.Gd performed in
Sec. III. Plots show the change in the form factors relative to
the ground state for the ‘average carbon atom’ with (a) only
light atoms, and (b) all atoms. The horizontal axis shows the
resolution that corresponds to the scattering angle.

FIG. 13. Effect of the choice of pulse profile used in simu-
lating the dynamics of (dry) lysozyme.Gd. Plots show the
evolution of the elements’ average charges under the Gaus-
sian and square pulse profile idealisations for a 15 fs FWHM
pulse, as represented by the dotted lines. The leading tail of
the Gaussian pulse means elastic scattering events will on av-
erage observe the target in a more ionized state. Both pulses
used a fluence of 1.75× 1012 7.112 keV ph·µm−2.

FIG. 14. Occupancy of C and Fe within the Fe-doped protein
with (top) and without (bottom) a single-shell approximation.
The pulse was modelled with a 15 fs square temporal profile,
and a fluence of 1013 10 keV ph·µm−2. TBR was disabled in
these simulations.
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